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nnfinndly and, Cuniculum Vitae
Dr H W Barrick Jr obtained the MD from Duke Medical School in
1956. He did postgraduate tuaining at the United Mine Workers
Hospital in Kenb:clry and a oneyear rotating intemship at Rex
Hospital North Carolina
After flfteen years of private practice in Raleigb North CArolina he
was appointed Prof of Family Medicine at the University of Florida
Gairsville and Associate in the Program for Medical Sciences at
Florida State University, Tallahassee. Since 1974 he is the Directorof
the Family Pmctice Residency Prograrn, Tallahassee Memorial
Hospital Tallahassee, Florida.
DrBarrick is a Fellow of the American Academy of FamilyPhysicians
and was appointed to the Family Practice Residency Review
Commitbee in 1980. He has published a number of papers on family
medicine.
A fighter pilot and flight insbuctor during the war, he is the recipient
of several awards and msdnls. He is an active supporter of the Boy
Scouts of America

fhe Tallahessee Family Ractice Progmm was created to
r fulfill a need and thus, from its inceptioq had a

practical validity. In l97l-72 in addition to the geneml
physician shortage, there was a more severe and
accelerating shortage of family physicians While the

in the United States had been increasing
steadily, the number of family physicians in practice had
been declining since 1931. At the same time, the demand
for medical care was increasing because of increased
medical lmowledgg increased technolory and expanding
concepts of medical care.
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Tallahassee

Tallahassee had been recruiting in a cooperative effort
between the city and the medical community for a number of
years, but unsuccessfirlly. They, therefore, deci<ied to h"ain
their own family physicians based on the fact that a majority of
residents usually stay within 50 miles of where they receive
their haining. This decision had the support of the three
necessary elements the hospital administation, the medical
staff and the community.

Medicine needed to, butwas not responding to patients needg
and I viewed family practice as a reform movement within
medicine, th,at is valid because it is based upon patients'
needs and is the best health care delivery system which
does this.
In 1969, after more than twenty years of work by a group of
very dedicated physiciars, family practice was apprpved as a
specialty and the first programs were starbed This approval
enabled family physicians to achieve board status, to establish
criteria for the baining prcgarns and to athact medical
shrdents, many of whom for years had held the same concepts
but had been mable to find adequate haining. Many of our
earlier programs were changed from a two year general
practice training to our new three year family practice
residencies Thereforc, when I was offered the opporhrnity to
direct a prcgram with these goals and objectives, I really felt
that I had no choice if I were to remain fuue to my concepts and
convictions

When I started in this position in May of 1974, I visited several
progams which were already underway (some had been
underway four or five years). I then discovered that everyone
was searching for answers just as I was. Having had these
convictions and having practiced and carried them throughfor
15 yearg I decided to base our progftm on what I knew
practicing physicians needed to lmow to take care of the great
majorif of their patients. This has proved valid as family
practice is based upon patient needs, and patient needs must
always be our guide. These needs can best be perceived and
determined by disceming sensitive, practicing physicians.
The goal of our program as presented to me was to provide
shlled, well trained practicing physicians for Tallahassee
and for the surounding arca Tallahassee has a large
geogaphicalreferral ared in which there are many smalltowns
I was surprised to find that it is located in one of the least
populated sections of the counhy.

As our progrzrm developed we evolved three main goals in
regard to ou residents: Fitstly we want to help our residents
leam to practice family medicine, Ieam to deliver health
care to their patients in an acceptable, accessible manner
considering the total needs of the patienl the patiends family
and the commr.rniSr.

Second)y, we want to help our rBsidents make the tuansition
from a medical student to a practicing physician and in the
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process to develop a reasonable life st14e baiancing his family,
his practice of medicine and recreational and community
interests.

ThitdlJl we want to help our residents to establish their own
leaming patbems for the future so that they will continue to
Iearr! continue to develop and broaden their knowledge,
expertise, and service to their patients

To have a good program you must have good people, both
good residents and good faculty. They should be intelligenl be
people oriented with a pleasing personality, be empathetic,
have a desire and willingness to serve patients and have
moral and intellectual inteCnty. They should have acquired
a broad range of interests and have persued these interests
and have acquired appreciation of the range of interests
that their patients will have. Educationally, they should
have acquired both good premedical and medical
education They need not be in the very top, academically,
of their class but they certainly should not bein the botbom
\ - rc%.
In the early selection process we used a criterium of,
'inclination to live in Tallahassee' butwhen itbecame apparent
early on that we were going to be very successfirl in retaining
our graduates in towq we changed our criterium to 'some

likelihood or inclination to practice in a small town in this area .

Residents are going to leam in any residency prograrn, but it is
most important that they leam the things which will make
them good practicing family physicians. As our program
progressed we identified the items which we think are
important for the residents to leam and have stuctured
our prcgram to grve the desired outcome. I agree shongly
with Dr Schweitzer who said, "The best way to teach is by
example - or if necessary by deterrence". We do,
therefore practice what we preactl

The residents must and do leam rcsponsibility While we
emphasize the resident's responsibility to his patients, and
to their care and to their families, we like to stuess that
medical care is a mufual responsibfity between the patient
and the physician The residents also learn responsibility
towards other members of the medical staffthe faculty and
particularly to their fellow residents. Our system requires
that they depend upon each other and the peer pressure
here is very effective.

Even before the residents start their residency, they place
themselves under bemendous sfigss with their apprehension
over whether they will be capable of assuming patient care
responsibilities. Most have had only peripheral responsibilities
in medical school but here the responsibility is theirs The
shess is tremendous and we continually seek ways of keeping
this within tolerable limits. We cannot eliminate iL but we can
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Iimit it and after 8-9 months their self-
confidence begins to increase and the
bemendous weight of stress begirs to
lessen The support which they receive
from their fellow residents and the facuity
is most important

Early in their residenry, the residents
concenbate upon diagnoses, medicatiors,
dosages, etc. As a practicing physician
Imows, in time these become relatively
simple in most cases and the real
challenge in family practice is the
managing and motivation of patients. This
is where the residents have their greatest
difficuity and this is where we place our
greatest emphasis. No matter how
lmowledgeable a physician may be, unless
he wins his patientis confidence and
acceptance of his heahnent plan, his
patient will not follow it and will not
benefiL

This ties in well with fhe palienbdactor
relationship which in huth has changed
from the haditional doctor/patient rela-
tiorship, because we have now gone fiom
a selley's market in which the physician
has the advantage, to a buyef s market in
which the patient may seek help from
many different sourres. We are in the
midst of a changing rrlationship in which
the doctor carurot arbitrarily dictate,
cannot arbitarily prescribe, cannot
expect the patient to comply merely
because he has so ordained. With each
patient there must be a different
relationship adapted to the patientis
needs and personality in order to obtain
the best results.

In all of medicine, but most certainly in
family practice, physicians must learn to
deal with uncertahly. In most cases we
are faced with making decisions with an
incomplete data base. We should always
remember this. Very frequently residents
come from medical school with a concept
tlnt2l2:4 and when they are faced with
a 2*IYz they are uncomfortable. They
have been bained to take a history do a
physical examinatiorl get some tests and
come up with an answer immediately.
When the data base is incomplete and
they Imow it, they become arxious.
Dealing with urcertainty is never pleasant
The residents must leam to deal with it in
appropriate ways.

Similarly the residents must leam to use
time n the keatnent of their patients.
Time is useful in making the diagnosis as
the disease prcgresses orregresses. Time
is useful in heating diseases and in
watching patients resporse to medications
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Tallahassee

and heatnents Time is particutarly useful in establishing
relationships with patients so that these relationships erpedite
rcsolutions of problems andinmanycases enable problemsto
be solved which othenpise could not be. Tlme is of uhnost
value in leaming the course and nafr:ral history of diseases
and especially in the heatnent of chronic or prrrgressive
diseases.

Residents must also leam that the patienl not the physiciarl
wE ilw limit of treatnent Each patient decides either
consciously or unconsciously how far he will carry out a
heahent plan Any physician can unite out a prescription but
the patient decides whether he will take it A physician needs
to determine the limits which the patient bas set

After a diagaosis, planning and prescribing, theeualuationof
freahent is most important Evahration comes in both the
subjective and objective modes It is important that the
physician separates the two and takes both into
consideration in forming fuhue plans. It is difficult to
separate the subjective from the objective when there is
not a test which can be performed or an X-ray which can
be taken to see the results. Often the subjective becomes
the criterium for heatnent in the psychogenic and
behavioral areas.

To learn followtp treahnent always presents some
ploblems initially until the nah:ral course ahd prcgression
of disease processes is leamed Much must be leamed by
observation for therc is little in the literaure or textbooks
to pnrvide a young physician with followup guidelines If
the physician is somewhat arxious, he may see the patient
too often and if the resident regards the cpndition as

minor, the follow-up periods may be too long The resident
must leam to be sensitive to the perreption of the patient
regarding how serious the patient thinks the problem iq so
that he may address this factor in setting the follow-up
visits. He must also leam the piffalls of using a pm rehrm
He must give the patient criteria to make the judgement
and he must, of course, be sure the patient is capable of
making that judgement
Comrunicatian with the patient is perhaps the most
important firnction of the physician He must communicate
the problem to the patient in words which the patient can
understan4 even if these are scientifrcally inaccurate they are
acceptable because of the patient's concept On the other
han4 the explanation can be quite scientific if the patient can
appreciate zuch information

Commwrication of the pnrgposis is always important Patients
want to knowif they will get well andwhen they will get well
and a slighly conservative time fiame here is usually very
helpfuL We continually nrn into problems when the patient
is turcertain of the total teatnent plan Many ingenious
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methods are used to ensure patient knowledge and
compliance such as devising schedules, vwiting out
instrrctiong handing out printed material, having the patient
repeat the insfuuctions and even sending nurses for follow-up
to make sure the insbrrctions are being caried out
Communication also means answering patientsr questions and
dealing with their anxieties; both may be either spoken or
unspoken When a woman presents with a breast masg the
question she wants answered is, "Do I have cancer?' The
residents need to appreciate this and address the problem
Each problem has its own questions and arxieties and only
by appreciating them and addressing them can the total
care of the patient be accomplished

h attempting anyprogram certain resources are indispensable.
We have been exh,emely forhrnate in having these elements
prcsent
We have an excellent hospital It is well administere4 well
stafred and well mn It is basically a nofrills hospital but
the standards of care are higb the technolory is excellent
and the equipment is constantly updated
Element number 2 is excellent medical staff who support
the prograrn This we have in more than adequate
numbers. We have all specialties represented on the staff
and the qualification of the staff members is excellent
Participation is truly superb.
The hospital adminishation has indeed been supportive of
this program and regards it as an integal part of the total
hospital A self supporting independent community hospital

will neverhave unlimited resources butwe have had our share
of these and this has conhibuted greatly to oru ability to
achieve excellence.
The Family Practice Residency Program evolves in and

arcund the Family Practice Center. Without an adequate
center, a good prcgram is not possible. Our center when
built in 1973 was one of the first and one of the finest in
the counby. As concepts, needs and usages have changed,
expansion is necessary and we are looking fonrard to that
Excellent faculty combined with excellent residents are most

important Here we have been exbemely forh:nate. We
have been able to athact the best fiom this community to
participate in the progam Although we have arelatively srnall
fi:ll-time facul$, when the part-time and volunteer faculty are
added together, we have been able to put together excellent
support for the residents. AII of our faculty are highly
experienced in practice. We continue to feel that practice prior
to becoming frrlLtime faculty is essentiaL

The last most important element, of course, is adequate
patients, and from the time of the start-up of this program we
have had as many patients as we can heat

Financial support is ahrays a concern Hospital revenue comes
only fiom the patients they treat Wg as a prcgrar& cannot
place too great a burden on the hospital We have been
forhmate in generating approxirnately 50% of our budget
through patient carre. We receive another 25% firom the state in
support of family practice and the other 25% comes firm the
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hospital It is important thaf to ensure the
financial stability of the prograrrl not too
much burden be placed on the hospital
patients. As long as we maintain this ratio
I believe we will be stable.

It has long been my thought that if a
physician after intemship went into
practice and were sufficiently intellec-
tually curious, an ashrte observer of what
hanspired in disease and patient care,
were analytic of everything he saw and
heard, were intellechrally honest and
dedicated to leaming and sufEciently
disciplined to pull everything together, he
could" in 8-10 years, learn essentially what
most family physicians should lean:. We
are attempting to rcach this level of
expertise for our residents in 3 years. Here
is how:

Our curriculum is based upon patient
needs. These needs have been well
defined by a large study in England and
another large study in Virginia More
recently the AmericanAcademy of Family
Physicians through the Family Health
Foturdation has completed Pnrject Merit
which has further defined the scope
necessary for family physicians and in this
latest study has broken the care down into
definitive care, shared care and suppor
tive care. In the early stages of the
development of residency pnrgrams, this
was largely a matber determined by the
director and various cruriculums were
devised, based upon the practice,
experience and inclination of the indivi-
duals involved, This did result in a great
variety of curriculums but in the last 2-3
years these have become much more
similar, although certainly not identical

Residents are interested in teating
patients who have active unmet needs.
They are particularly interested in
conditions where they lmow something
about the disease and its heatnent They
tend to be most interested in heating
patients who respond to therapy,
preferably quickly, and conversely dislike
heating patients with problems about
which they know little or forwhich there is
an indefinite therapy regimen with
variable rcsponse or response only over a
long period of time. But regardless of that,
their leaming comes fiom clinical
experience which is set up as a learning
sihration because the family physician is
basically a problem solver.
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The steps in this leaming process are 1) recognize the
problem - or problemg as is usually the case; 2) find the root
of the problem i eheatthe infection andnotthe feveq 3) devise
a plan for the immediate needs and also for long term needs; 4)
get patient's acceptance of this plan of treatmenL

In our program we, like others, are faced with the pnrblem of
giving the resident enough freedom to operate on his own and
at the same time ensuring adequate back-up and supervision
He must have the respornibility for the patient but there must
be a review of that responsibility. He must have an opportunity
to show initiative and individuality but enough supervision so
that no serious mistakes will be made. He must be free to make
decisions on his own with the patient's welfare as his main
criteria but he must have help available when he feels that he
needs iL The resident who is overly aggressive must leam to
second-think himself and the resident who is overly cautious
must leam confidence in his own decisions. It is one of the most

difficult areas in the residency program to keep in balance. We
must supervise what they do but yet they need to be
completely on their own at times. We accomplish the latber by
allowing them to moonlight in emergency rooms afber setting
up guidelines goveming this moonlighting activity. This occurs
in the second and third year after licensing and when they are
working on their ow4 they do achieve this autonomy and
almost total responsibility. When operating urder these
guidelines, this experience has proved a great advantage to the
residents and to the pnrgrarn

To achieve a balance behveen supervision and autonomy and
to allow growth of the residents, it is necessary to create an
ahnosphere in which the residents do not feel threatened by
their fellow residents, by the faculty, by the medical staff or by
the administration. They will seek help appnrpriately. We feel
that we are all learnerg both residents and faculty. The faculty
guides the residents but does not dominate thern Ourmuhral
and close interest in the patients problems and welfare enable
us to work together for the patients' benefit

There is no way thatwe can expose the residents to each little
detail and technique ofpatient care thnrugh any stuchrred or
didactic prcgarrr We must leave the majority of the leaming
prrccess to the residents. We musthave assistance available at

all times so that questions and problems as they arise can be
dealt with immediately. When a question arises in a residentls
mind, it needs to be answered when it is pertinenl Otherwise,
he will forget il put it off or prepare a heahnent plan based
upon an assumption which may be hue butmay be false. If a
resident gets too busy and too rushed the learningprocess may
suffer. The faculty exists to help the residents to learr! to leam
by example. Leaming is expected of everyone. Leaming is
encouraged Leaming is mutual and learning is supported
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I believe that we have engendere d a pride in ucellerrce but we
encourage a touch of humility, the rarest of human virtues. We
encourage excellence primarily for the benefit of the patients,
and secondarily, for the benefit of the doctols inner
satisfaction Residents have a genuine respect accepctancg
tolerance, and liking for all members of the program and I
believe that a lot of this has resulted ftom a stong resident
input into the selection process for each of our resident
candidates Their pride in the residency itself has important
benefits in the support they give each other, by the modifoing
of behavioral eccenficities and by proper encouragement
towards the achievement of excellence.

Over the years we have tried many tactics and statagems and
have come up with a few principles which we follow In the
early days of the progarn, we had a saying that the only
badition we had was that of change, and that was fairly well
accepted by the residents because we had so much room for
improvement At the present time the residents arB quite well
satisfied with what we ar€ doing on the whole, and change
meets with more resistance. Here are the statagems and
tactics we used:

Afu:ays sbess thn posititm hr any situation there is always
something which is good and of which you can take advantage.
Conversely, play down the negative and eliminate that if at all
possible.
Use aneas of sbength. There will always be cerbain areas in

any program which are stongerthanothers andwhichwill give
a greatnr leaming opportunity for the time spent Use this
sbength even if you get it slightly out of proportion to other
aspects of the prcgrarrr Benefits derived from a good
experience in any area will flow back to pnrvide sbength in
other areas. This is one reason why programs in the United
States will never be identical
SIwrc up weah.ness Each program will have certain areas

in which the opportLrnities for learning for one reason or
another are beyond their control and are less sbong than they
would like. Still it is possible to add a little here and there in
that particular experience until the total experience is
satisfactory. It may be necessary to spend more time in this
particular area of leaming that you would like to, but a
satisfactory result can be achieved
Advanlage ouer unitercist progla.ms. We have an

advantage which most university programs will never achieve.
The faculty has no ambitions beyond this particular prcgarr!
no one is shivingfor promotiorq and no one is lookingtowards
another position This has allowed our faculty to concenbate
exclusively on the education of residenk within this prcgram
as their sole goal Each faculty member is higtrly interested in
the product and in the process. The same is tuue for the
residents. Their goal is completion of the program and private
practice. One year we had an award for the best first year
resident which created so much dissension that we have not
made the award since, and the closeness of the residents has
incrBased
Input by the rcsidenb is exhemely impoftant T'heir

suggestions and criticism must be heard, must be evaluated
and should be put into effect if they are in keeping with the
goals and objectives of the prograrn I am usually quite willing
to try any suggestions they make unless we have hied it
previously and found it ursatisfactory. Don t make the same
mistake twice.
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Ah.aays u,se a rnn-tbeatening a,p
prca.ch with the residents. Be analytical
rather than critical, be supporbive rather
than destuctive, be a friend and colleague
to the residents.

Looh for other oppotfinities for
leaming; There are always opportunities
available. They may not be standard
approaches, but they can be made into
leaming experiences.

Any learnfuW experience cu.n be mn d,e
betten Dorit be satisfied with what you
are doing today. Analyze it for a better
opportunity.

Crcate a mu.frul dependency with
thase people with whom you work If you
can supply a service for them that is
beneficial they will be much more apt to
help you. Our support fiom the medical
service is incredible. The service we give
them is that they never have to come out
at night to admit patients from the
emergency room. When this situation can
be achieved, cooperation and interchange
will be highly and mutually beneficial.

Ad.drcss prcblems with trrct and.
underctanding of the pnrblems of both
sides. Your side is always easy to see, the
other is not always that simple. When you
atbempt to understand their problems,
they are much more apt to understand
yours.

Include rcsidents in all plnnning and
decisian nwhfu. As noted before,
residents tend to be fairly rigid in regard to
change, so much advance talking about a
prospective change is exhemely importanL
As residents become accustomed to the
idea that a change will be forthcoming,
resistance to that change decreases. It
may literally take months to effect a major
change. An excellent technique is to
present the residents with the problem. ff
we have done our work corectly andthey
have become good problem solvers, they
will be able to come up with an answer and
usually, when presented with all the
factors, come up with very good solutions.
While residents do tend to Iook at things
from the relatively short time span of their
time in the program, when the pnrblems
are presented properly and the solutions
explained, they are willing to emulate their
predecessors and do some things which
may benefit the future residents more
than themselves. I regard this as a good
measure of their mahrrift. trust and
mutual respect
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Our second major goaf tl:o'ttlw fanily drctarhute afanily
lr/e, has always been considered in plaruring and administering
our progmn Most of our residents are married and many have
their first child while in the prograrn Residenry is a period of
tansition tnm being a medical student to becoming a
practicing family physician"

Medical school in the United States tends to be highly
stuch.ue4 quite rigrd and with very little input from the
medical sh.rdents in establishing the curriculurrl the courseg
the adminishation of same. Recent shrdies have shown that
this is higtrly sbessfirl and even abusive at times and medical
sbrdents feel that this experience is degading Certainly
individuality and personality have been suppressed in that
envinrnment

Therefore, when the medical student, now doctor, enters this
residency prpgram many changes take place. Some are
uncomfortable withouta shict stuchre and others emulate a
freshman in college. Mosl however, are duly appreciative and
merely get down to work It does give them a chance to begin to
express their individuali* theil irmovation and their natural
personality. It is far better for them to work out how they feel
about patients, patient sihrationg supervisors, etc. in this
setting than to wait for practice. We keep them busy with
enough responsibility so that they do nothave much loose time
on their hands but they do have time to spend with their
families at night and most weekends.

In our setting the resident is heated as a family physicia4 both
in the Family Practice Center and in the hospital In the
hospital he practices similarly to othermembers of the medical
sta.ff, assuming all the resporsibilities of a medical staff, and in
the care of the patient he is TTIE PHYSICIAN to each of his
patients He is responsible for their total care in the office, in
the hospital and for follow-up or in the nursing home.

Each of the residents is a member of the County Medical
Society and enjoys all the privileges thercof at a very nominal
fee.

Although our residents work hard when scheduled, and they
are scheduled approximately as often as a practicing physicia4
we do not schedule activities at night except for our call
and the same goes for the weekend Tired physicians do
not make good decisions, tired physicians do not leam well and
tired physicians do not make good husbands or fathers I do
not want a tired physician heating me.

The residents themselves maintain a fairly active social
prcgram with many encotmters between individuals and
groups and there are periodic parties for the entire prograrn In
additiorl there are sports participations and the residents field
teams in volleyball, basketball, softball, and often share
activities such as boating and sailing.

Ourthird major goal is tohzlp the residents leamto leomforthe
future. Our most important contuibution to this is that the
resident leams that leaming is expected, leaming is important
Ieaming is fira and leaming can never stop. We thinkwe have
created an atnosphere in which leaming meets these criteria

We use many techniques to encourage learning. The most
importanl of leaming by example has already been noted and
in hutll we have a superb group of physicians engaged in this
prcgam who provide excellent role models.

Secondly, we encourage residents to leam finm their patients.
This will always be a soluce of valuable material as longas the
family physician is practicing medicine. It is necessary that the
resident put each situation in its proper perspective and not be
overly influenced by any one experience. The faculty can help
geatly here, especially when an experience has been rather
traumatic.

In our program we use considerably more consultations than
people in practice will do. We use this, agairl as a leaming
sihration in which the residents can talk with a specialist about
a patient and about a problem in detail Our consultants are
exhemely good in making this a valuable leaming experience
for the residents The rapport between residents and
consultants is excellent and should set the proper tone for
consultations in practice.

Textbooks will always remain the main standby of the family
physician In rccent years textbooks have been updated at
relatively short intervals to make them usefirl in this
capacity. Joumals designed specifically for the family
physicians, such as the "American Family Physician" which
reviews core content of family practice every six years can
be very helpfirl in maintaining and increasing hrowledge in
areas which arerit encountered too frequently.

Other leaming methods we have available for the residents are
medical tapes, audio or audiovisual medical meetings for each
of the second and third year residents to get them into the
habit of atbending these educational experiences, homestudy
courses on particular subjects whichthe residents may pursue,
and the ConnecticuVOhio Core Content Review yearly.

As members of the American Academy of Family Physicians,
we are required to have 150 hours of continuing medical
education every three years and we must be recertified by our
Board every six years, so there is certainly encouragement to
continue our education in practice.
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flave we accomplished our goals? Yes, I believe tlrat we have.
The residents work hard at largely meaningfirl activities They
are essentially satisfied and happy with what they are doing
they are absolutely responsible. Those we see in practice are
good family physicians and they tell me that they are well
prepared for practice. Scores on Board exams tell us that
they have learned much of what they should have. Fifl"y-one
(51) of ourfifty-thrce (53) graduates have taken the Boald, and
all have passed Only four were ranked below the 50th
percentile. Our last clasg an exceptionally good one, had four
of the eight ranking in the 94th percentile or higher.

We have entered 85 residents into the pnrgranr, have
graduated 53 and t have dropped from the program before
graduating. Of those residents who are not in family practice, 9
of the 12 opted for a practice in which their responsibility was
time-limited i e emergency, medicine or dermatolory. I think it
was wise that they recognised their own limitations in this
respect

In regard to the second objective, this is a little more difficr:lt to
evaluate. Ofthe 85 who entered the program 3 have been
divorced while in the pnrgram and 4 subsequently (3 have
remanied. 6 of the 85 have not been manied to date.
Compared to 7 divorces we have had 11 maniages and 3 re
mariages. They have acquired 33 children during residency. I
thinkthatwe have atleastgiventhem a good example of how
they can manage their practice while still having an
opportunity for family lifg rest and recreation

A full evaluation of the third goal wi[ have to come at a later
date as it will take approximately 10 years after graduation
before we can really evaluate whether ourresidents have kept
up with their self-guided educational activities.

With regard to our special goal here at Tallahasseq 19 of the
fust 29 stayed in town for practice and our current goal is to
provide family physicians for the small towns in our referral
area Only5 of ourfirst29 gmduates wentto snalltowns but
15 of our last 24 are practicing in srnall towns and I believe this
ratio will incrcase rather than decrease.

Personally, I am very pleased with what we have
accomplished I believe that we have a better baining prcgfam
than most people realize and that we are well on our way to
provide enough dedicated, well-educated family physicians so
that each patient can have his own family doctor. If this can be
achieved, rnany of the ills besetting medicine will be
diminished This was my purpose in leaving practice for an
educational role.
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